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DocPoint 14.0.0.59 Crack Activation Key

DocPoint Free Download is an archive utility for Microsoft Office documents, e-mails and PDF files. It is a cabinet app that allows users to create virtual folders to organize and archive its records, with many options for
browsing all types of digital and paper information. Users will be able to assign documents, PDFs and e-mails to internal, outgoing and incoming catalogues and will be able to create separate favorites for reading them
back or organizing them to different documents, based on their nature. The software will offer several options that will allow users to classify documents and e-mails: keywords or categories, order of selection, their
position in document collection hierarchy, as well as short descriptions or long notes, based on the user’s need for archiving. DocPoint offers a functional interface: a minimal design that can be extended by the user with
advanced customization options, such as the setup of profile / language, views and standard document labels (templates). Users will also be able to create email filters and reports for overview of incoming and outgoing
messages or records in particular categories. A powerful email extractor is also available, which will extract selected text and/or images from incoming and outgoing messages. The software can be integrated with
Microsoft Office, and will offer users additional functionality, such as the ability to save documents and e-mails to a single file or to the user’s preferred folder. Its features are not limited to its integration with Office, with
advanced options that will enable users to split all their documents to different PDFs (or to PDF, EPUB and CHM or EPUB and HTML). Sharing contents for up to 256 files is the main feature, with the possibility of using peer-
to-peer connections or FTP services for that. System Requirements: Windows 10, 8.1 and 8, with Service Pack and newer versions installed; Office 365 subscription is recommended. Type of purchase: Free. Quantum Data
Recovery (QDR) is a utility for recovery of lost or damaged partitions, making use of an active list of the most common file types, related to the kind of problem a user might encounter. It will recommend all the necessary
programs for a user’s PC, and will be able to offer recommendations that will minimize the time and effort that a user needs to spend. This application is offered for free and comes in the form of a freeware. Users can try
this solution on a free trial mode for 30 days. However, the trial mode will include only

DocPoint 14.0.0.59 Torrent

DocPoint is a compact, but powerful software solution for managing all your documents, from Web pages, to emails, papers and different records in a virtual cabinet type structure, through a very intuitive user interface.
DocPoint will make your work in conjunction with the Internet more effective and will unify all your documents in a single structure. It will help you archive your records and use the full potential of your computer, keeping
them safe and easy to access. With its capabilities, you can effortlessly organize your files and emails, in addition to other documents, and it will help you improve your workflow and increase your productivity, even while
you are on the go. With DocPoint, you can easily create different document types, customizing their appearance and their structural features. It has an intuitive interface, allowing users to organize and manage their
records very efficiently, with its many tools. DocPoint Feature Highlights: - Learn how to make your business more efficient by unifying all your records in one single, practical, virtual filing cabinet. - Easily organize and
keep your files safe and accessible, as it is the best software solution for managing all your documents. - You can keep track of your records and access them through a complete virtual filing system, across platforms. - It
has an intuitive interface, that makes organizing and managing your documents very easy and lets you explore many features quickly and efficiently. - Organize and automate your workflow, with its many tools that will
make organizing all your documents an efficient task. - You can also archive your correspondence and keep all your records safe and organized, while saving a complete history of your activities and information. - It is not
easy to find an intuitive, and user-friendly solution for managing all your documents, which is why DocPoint has been developed with an easy-to-use interface and many powerful tools for work. - Learn more about our
software and take advantage of the free trial version, so that you can fully explore all the features that our product has to offer. - You can start with its easy sign up procedure, followed by an intuitive access to the
interface of your choice. - The technical support is also available, in case you have any issues regarding our software. - Once you decide to subscribe, you will receive a permanent activation key, ensuring your immediate
access to our product. - In order to use the product better and offer you a better user experience, we occasionally give members of the DocPoint community access to our beta version of the software. b7e8fdf5c8
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DocPoint 14.0.0.59 With Registration Code X64

All-in-one utility for managing papers, emails and other documents with an innovative “cabinet” structure that's built for safety and improved workflow Main Features It's a stable and reliable “cabinet” application with a
large number of document types, profiles and, most importantly, “Cabinet” folders where your records can be stored and associated with them. You can also organize them in categories and assign them to your favorites
lists. It helps you keep all your documents safe and organized in an efficient “cabinet” application that's easy to work with You can create different document types (outgoing, incoming and internal), which will help you
organize and manage your records with a clear workflow Customize “Cabinet” structures to a specific usage, implementing an innovative structure for better document management Use your own criteria for classifying
documents and assign their records to libraries or favorites lists for management by different users, with increased safety for all the processes Assign documents to different categories to make them easier to find
Integrate the “Cabinet” application with MS Office via ActiveSync and OCS and configure it to add a new “Bubble” window Provides a full email integration to assist you in archiving all your emails, which is a good feature
for those who have a large email inbox Supports multiple data types, including Hyperlinked Text Annotation (HTA), Hyperlink and Attachments Provides a CLI interface which enables a higher security of data Can be run
as a standalone product or integrated with the mail client Note: This is a Review: If you would like to help us review software, then just click on the link below to go to the paypal secure donation page. You will be
redirected to their site to complete the payment. After you make the payment, please email us the order number and the software name. We will do the review and email you our review as soon as we receive the
software. It usually takes less than 2 weeks. If this is your first time to buy in the Notebook Review website then you should know that we do not accept any free stuff. Everything is purchased and you will receive our
honest opinion of the software. If you already have a paypal account and you just want to donate you should click the following

What's New in the DocPoint?

We were interested in finding a software that provides the functions of a virtual archive that would allow us to manipulate our documents in a consistent manner. These files are scattered on multiple disks and folders.
The system offered on this site has all our desired functionalities and capabilities. We have created a main archive cabinet and a secondary internal archive. DOCUPTION’S FEATURES * Search: allows you to search your
documents and scans in any record. If it is a PDF file, the search is based on the words used in the file. If it is a scanned image, it is based on the colors used in the image. * Characteristic: allows you to classify your
documents according to certain criteria. For example, you can classify as “Records” or “Incoming/Outgoing”. * Archive cabinet: allows you to create different cabinets for your documents. You can also create a secondary
archive for a larger number of documents. The secondary archive folder will automatically appear in your main cabinet when you open a new document. * Characteristic: allows you to classify your documents according
to certain criteria. For example, you can classify as “Records” or “Incoming/Outgoing”. * Documents: Allows you to mark your documents as read or unread, as well as to classify them according to certain criteria. You can
classify your documents as incoming, outgoing or both. * Deletion: allows you to delete a record from any cabinet. * Archiving: allows you to automatically delete your records after a certain period (days, weeks, months,
years). This allows you to achieve a greater space management. * Duplicate documents: allows you to duplicate a document or scan in a new cabinet folder. This allows you to store a duplicate of your documents. *
Retrieve information: allows you to automatically extract information from any type of document in order to insert it into an email. * A calendar: allows you to schedule your daily activities, vacations, etc. You can also
block out recurring dates. * A speaker: allows you to store and organize all your documents (documents, emails, scans, etc.) in a virtual cabinet. * Sent: allows you to view the list of your emails. * The email extractor:
allows you to automatically extract the information from your emails. * Smartmail: allows you to send your email in a “confidential mode” or with a personal
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System Requirements:

NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN or equivalent AMD R9 295 / AMD R7 260X or equivalent / NVIDIA GTX 680 or equivalent AMD R9 270X or equivalent RAM 12 GB or more Video RAM 1 GB or more Processor Intel Core i5-750 or
AMD Phenom II X4 945 or AMD FX-8350 or equivalent NVIDIA NVS 4200M or AMD HD 6850 or AMD HD 7850 or AMD R7 260X Hard Disk Size 20 GB or more Internet Explorer 9, Firefox 3.5 or
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